Professional Council Meeting

12/14/2012


Tom Avery opened the meeting by sharing the “Thank You” letters we received from our scholarship recipients.

Tom discussed low attendance at professional council meetings and talked about the option of only meeting in Whitewater Hall 120. The council thought this would be a good idea and may increase attendance. Chad submitted room reservation request and they were approved. The remaining meetings will be held in Whitewater 120.

Tom Discussed the Distance Education Certificate offered thought the Center for Teaching and Learning.

Diane Chandler discussed the medical plans and informed those in attendance that the new cards have arrived. She reminded us that the HSA will rollover. She also informed us that a new insurance card would be sent to those enrolled in the High Deductible plan but no new cards for Medco or HSA. Diane also talked about the PTO and sick time rollover at the end of the year.

Chad Beanblossom reminded those in attendance that flu shots were still available and announced the final flu shot clinic date. Chad also mentioned the health screenings that are offered through the Center for Health Promotion. Eligible employees and their spouses can earn $100 each for participating.

Angie Schultz provided us with an admissions update and talked about new and transfer student numbers for spring semester.

Liz Ferris gave an “Optimal Resume” update and also talked briefly about internship opportunities. Liz also mentioned the possibility of creating a campus wide committee for internship/career services.